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Raymond Wong has been to Istanbul a few times since 2009 to 
attend conferences and to conduct some studies of the city. 
Raymond Wong in the long years of his urban studies, has 
developed an instinct to locate some unique features of the 
place almost the first time he made his visit there. And so 
does for Istanbul. The features he identified about Istanbul 
can be summarized as below, that, of course, formed part of 
his focus of studies for Istanbul in the coming years.

1. The unique historical, social, geographical and topography 
features (an ancient historic city, a harbour city, a undulating 
sloppy-hilly city, the mixed culture …)

2. The historic and heritage asset

3. The urban layout and its informal functional zoning

4. The urban environment within the old city zones

5. The squatter houses and slum areas with the old city zones



Some background information about Istanbul
Istanbul is the largest city in Turkey, constituting the country's economic, 
cultural, and historical heart. With a population of 13.5 million, the city 
forms one of the largest urban agglomerations in Europe[d] and is among 
the largest cities in the world by population within city limits. Istanbul's 
vast area of 5,343 square kilometers (2,063 sq mi) is coterminous with 
Istanbul Province, of which the city is the administrative capital.

Istanbul is a transcontinental city, straddling the Bosphorus—one of the 
world's busiest waterways—in northwestern Turkey, between the Sea of 
Marmara and the Black Sea. Its commercial and historical center lies in 
Europe, while a third of its population lives in Asia.

Founded on the Sarayburnu promontory around 660 BC as Byzantium, 
the city now known as Istanbul developed to become one of the most 
significant cities in history. For nearly sixteen centuries following its 
reestablishment as Constantinople in 330 AD, it served as the capital of 
four empires: the Roman Empire (330–395), the Byzantine Empire (395–
1204 and 1261–1453), the Latin Empire (1204–1261), and the Ottoman 
Empire (1453–1922).

It was instrumental in the advancement of Christianity during Roman and 
Byzantine times, before the Ottomans conquered the city in 1453 and 
transformed it into an Islamic stronghold and the seat of the last caliphate. 
Although the Republic of Turkey established its capital in Ankara, palaces 
and imperial mosques still line Istanbul's hills as visible reminders of the 
city's previous central role.

Istanbul's strategic position along the historic Silk Road, rail networks to 
Europe and the Middle East, and the only sea route between the Black 
Sea and the Mediterranean have helped foster an eclectic populace, 
although less so since the establishment of the Republic. Overlooked for 
the new capital during the interwar period, the city has since regained 
much of its prominence. The population of the city has increased tenfold 
since the 1950s, as migrants from across Anatolia have flocked to the 
metropolis and city limits have expanded to accommodate them.

Istanbul was named a European Capital of Culture, making the city the 
world's tenth-most-popular tourist destination. The city's biggest draw 
remains its historic center, partially listed as a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site, but its cultural and entertainment hub can be found across the city's 
natural harbor, the Golden Horn. Considered a global city, Istanbul hosts 
the headquarters of many Turkish companies and media outlets and 
accounts for more than a quarter of the country's gross domestic product. 



Here we start our general touring of the city, 
using images
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Satellite map showing the city of Istanbul



City wall

Satellite map of the old city district (The Golden Horn)

Satellite map of the old city district (north of Horn)









An overview of the old city of Istanbul –
the grand side 

綜觀伊斯坦堡的舊城區 – 宏偉壯闊的一面
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An overview of the old city of Istanbul – the grand side 







An overview of the old city of Istanbul      

– the grand side 

綜觀伊斯坦堡的舊城區

– 宏偉壯闊的一面









Architecture detail 
with strong reflection 
of Islamic culture





















Architecture detail 
with strong reflection 
of Islamic culture

A strong link between Islamic 
culture and daily life
– Mosques and houses for 
common people are merged in 
a harmony way inside the city





















An overview of the old city    
- the reality side showing 
the livelihood of common 
people

綜觀伊斯坦堡的舊城區 -
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Elegant buildings along the sea side   

沿著海旁的優雅建築



Elegant buildings along the sea side   沿著海旁的優雅建築

Istanbul as a harbour city  作為一個海港城市的伊斯坦堡





Istanbul as a hilly city  作為一個山城的伊斯坦堡



Istanbul as a historic city  作為一個歷史古城的伊斯坦堡









The world-famous Spice Market
世界知名的香料市場







The pedestrian walking street 
伊斯坦堡也有條步行街



Istanbul people
伊斯坦堡人物眾生相





















Living area of 
common citizens 

平民百姓街巷的生活

Buildings in 
Dilapidated condition





A sudden fire can easily seriously damage 
the structure of a historic building This kind of building constructed using 

timber can easily catch fire

The result after a 
fire accident to a 
historic building 





Condition of those ruined or semi-ruined buildings found everywhere inside historic city areas
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Condition of those 
ruined or semi-ruined 
buildings found 
everywhere inside 
historic city areas



This set of
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Facade and external view of tradition buildings









Buildings newly restored



Using of historic buildings





A youth hostel converted from 
old building



Buildings being preserved and renovated



The interior of the ruined buildings 











Temporary protection and 
restoring the old buildings 





The “Istanbul 2010” Scheme under European Capital of Culture 
provides funding for heritage preservation





There are a lot of interesting scenes to 
be explored in this historic city. This 
presentation only illustrates a very small 
part of it serving as an eye-opening 
introduction for those who have not been 
to Istanbul.

Any one who wishes to know more about 
Istanbul, please contact Raymond Wong 
using his e-mail (bswmwong@cityu.edu.hk)


